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eyman-Tamil-Software-Free-Download-For-Windows-30-marielb. A: This code doesn't print anything, because you never print anything. def get_label_list(self, film_name): ''' Returns a list of movie title strings for a list of films. ''' file_path = '/home/'+self.current_user_id+'/videos/'+film_name+'.txt' file_contents = open(file_path).read().split(' ') lines = [] for line in
file_contents: lines.append(line) for line in lines: print line.replace('- ', '') return lines Each line in the file has movie titles separated by a . You need to print the list lines. I changed this line to print line.replace('- ', '') as well. It's unclear what your current_user_id variable is, but you should change it to make the code more robust. So all in all, you need to change the

get_label_list function to look like this: def get_label_list(self, film_name): ''' Returns a list of movie title strings for a list of films. ''' file_path = '/home/'+self.current_user_id+'/videos/'+film_name+'.txt' file_contents = open(file_path).read().split(' ') lines = [] for line in file_contents: lines.append(line.replace('- ', '')) return lines Hope that helps :) the juxaposition of $x$ and
$y$, namely $\lambda_x=\lambda_y=2\tau_{ij}$, where $\tau_{ij}$ is the autocorrelation time of the variable $i$ in the variable $j$. This implies that if the variances
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